
Global Energy is an electricity retailer. We offer businesses 

a fresh solution to the old issue of high-cost energy. Businesses 

go dark without power. Global Energy IIghfs a new way, 

offering a smart option for buying this essential need. 
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Every business owner wants to be in control of their operational 
costs. Unfortunately, the priorities of running a business don't 
always include shopping for the best deals on Energy Supply. 
That's where Global Energy comes in ... 

Just like services that help us shap and compare travel 
prices or insurance plans - Global Energy olfers a simple, 
no-risk way to research the Energy Supply options available 
today. Global Energy's easy process reviews your current 
energy rates and the goal of your company's bottom line 
(such as overall savings or long term price stability). 

A fler processing your information through our network of Global 
Energy Supply Providers (which include many of the largest 
in the US) we deliver a customized, risk-free proposal with the 
best option for your company's power needs. That's it. 

CHECK THIS TASK OFF YOUR LIST. 
GET IN TOUCH WITH GLOBAL ENERGY TODAY. 
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Global Energy is an electricity retailer. We offer businesses a fresh solution 
to the old issue of high-cost energy. Businesses go dark without power. 
Global Energy lights a new way, offering a smart option for buying 
this essential need. 

Choices now exist when buying electricity. Just as in many other utility industries. 

Energy is now available from multiple sources in a range of pricing. As an electricity 

retailer. Global Energy competitively purchases electricity. with access to wholesale 

pricing. We pass that savings on to our business customers. supported by experience 

and exceptional customer service. We proudly serve corporate organizations of 

all sizes searching for energy value that truly Impacts their boHom-line. 

Global Energy is not a utility and doesn't generate electricity. but rather negotiates 

with numerous electricity suppliers to secure the best priCing. Local utilities continue 

to carry and manage the energy through their power lines; however the power 

being delivered is actually purchased in a cost-conscious manner by Global Energy. 
This retail approach to buying electricity is the key to smart savings for the business 

user. That savings is paired with our efficiency and knowledge. making us a valuable 
business partner. 
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Global Supports know they work better together. 

Global Energy is a good neighbor. We strengthen our local communities 

through our "Global Supports" program. Global Supports first assists our 

nonprofit customers by helping them pay less· on their monthly electric billing. 

Global Supports then donates a percentage of that organization's monthly 

bill as a true donation to their fundraising efforts. We care about the lives of 

our customers, not just their account numbers. 
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Call or email us for more information on how your 
business can take advantage of the deregulated· 
energy market by partnering with Global Energy. 

We're certain the savings and choice options 
will electrify your business. 
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